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ALMA: The future is now
✤ ALMA will detect ‘normal’ galaxies out to high redshift

10 microJy in less 
than 10 hours 

integration time!

M100 local spiral template 
(Silva et al. 1998)

log(L_IR/Lsun)=10





 Photometric catalogue of Coe et 
al. (2006):
- total of 18 700 sources;
- ACS BVi’z’ + NIC3 JH;
- redshifts (mostly photometric)

 ~ 3000 galaxies detected in at 
least 4 bands and above limiting 
magnitude in all bands

The Data



Modelling the SEDs
da Cunha, Charlot & Elbaz (2008) MNRAS

Code publicly available at: www.iap.fr/magphys

http://www.iap.fr/magphys
http://www.iap.fr/magphys


Star formation history Total SED at 10 Gyr

 Latest version of Bruzual & 
Charlot spectral synthesis 
models: CB07; improved 
treatment of TP-AGB stars

 Chabrier IMF

 Main adjustable parameters:
   - age
   - star formation history: 
exponentially declining + 
stochastic bursts
   - metallicity

Emission from stellar populations



 Stars are born in dense molecular clouds 
(birth clouds), which have a lifetime tBC.

 Attenuation affecting stars older than tBC in 
the diffuse ISM is only a fraction of that 
affecting young stars in the birth clouds.

diffuse interstellar 
medium (older stars)

giant molecular clouds:
HII + HI (young stars)

Charlot & Fall (2000)The effect of dust



 Energy balance

 Dust components:
- PAHs,
- Hot mid-IR 
continuum,
- Warm dust in thermal 
equilibrium (30 - 60 K),
- Cold dust in thermal
equilibrium (15 - 25 K)

 Stars are born in dense molecular clouds 
(birth clouds), which have a lifetime tBC.

 Attenuation affecting stars older than tBC in 
the diffuse ISM is only a fraction of that 
affecting young stars in the birth clouds.

diffuse interstellar 
medium (older stars)

giant molecular clouds:
HII + HI (young stars)

Charlot & Fall (2000)The effect of dust



robust 
parameter 
estimate + 
error bar!

Statistical constraints on 
physical parameters

See also e.g.:
 Kauffman et al. (2003)

Gallazzi et al. (2005)
Salim et al. (2007)



Specific	 SFRLdust(ISM)/Ldust(tot) CF00	 attenuation	 parameters Stellar	 Mass Dust	 Mass

Ldust(tot) Ld(PAH)/Ld(tot) Ld(MIR)/Ld(tot) Ld(warm)/Ld(tot) Ld(cold)/Ld(tot) Td(cold)Td(warm)
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da	 Cunha,	 Charlot	 &	 Elbaz	 (2008)

Example: SINGS local spiral



Fitting the SEDs of UDF galaxies

✤ Fit UV/optical photometry using library of 50,000 models - wide 
range of possible star formation histories and dust attenuation 
parameters

✤ For each combination SFH+dust attenuation --> likelihood 
distribution for dust luminosity (via energy balance)

✤ Dust luminosity + priors on dust masses/temperatures --> 
likelihood distribution for L_FIR and continuum fluxes in ALMA 
bands.



Band 7
Band 6

Band 3

SFR stellar mass dust luminosity dust mass

LFIR Band 7 Band 6 Band 3
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Physical parameters



Continuum number counts

EBL @ 345 GHz = 43.5 Jy/sq. deg.
(consistent with Greve et al. 2010)



Continuum 
fluxes in Band 6

rms=0.01 mJy

orange circles:
fluxes above 3sigma (~400 detections)

red circles:
fluxes above sigma



Lines - diagnostics of SF & ISM

Band 7

Band 6

Band 3



CO lines

✤ Likelihood distribution of L_FIR 
from SEDs

✤ Calibration between L_FIR and 
L_CO(1-0) -> Likelihood 
distribution for L_CO(1-0)

✤ Assume CO line width: CO(1-0) 
predicted flux

✤ Higher J transitions: CO SEDs from 
A. Weiss et al.

Solomon & Vanden Bout (2005);
see also e.g. Daddi et al. (2010) 



CO flux predictions

ALMA Deep Survey of the HUDF E. da Cunha et al.

Figure 14: Top panels: distribution of total CO line luminosity L!
CO and CO(1–0) line flux for our sample. Other

panels: distribution of the predicted CO line fluxes for J = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. These are computed from the
predicted CO(1–0) line, using the CO line SEDs of Weiss et al. (2007) for the Milky Way (light gray) and the
center of M 82 (purple).
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ALMA Deep Survey of the HUDF E. da Cunha et al.

Figure 15: Observed frequency of the CO lines as a function of redshift.

Band 3 [84 – 116 GHz]
5! = 0.13 mJy

Line Milky Way M 82 center
CO(1–0) 30 30
CO(2–1) 25 63
CO(3–2) 2 32
CO(4–3) 0 51
CO(5–4) 0 0
CO(6–5) 0 0
CO(7–6) 0 0

Band 6 [211 – 275 GHz]
5! = 0.38 mJy

Line Milky Way M 82 center
CO(1–0) not observable not observable
CO(2–1) 3 4
CO(3–2) 25 84
CO(4–3) 12 108
CO(5–4) 3 87
CO(6–5) 0 41
CO(7–6) 0 15

Table 7: Predicted number of CO line detections in bands 3 and 6, assuming two different cases of CO line SEDs:
Milky Way and M 82 center.

(Milky Way model) and high excitation (M 82 center model), and taking into account the redshift ranges where
each line can be detected (Table 6). This shows that we predict more CO line detections in Band 6.

4.3 Final comments / Things to think about:

• Band 6 added bonus: it would also allow us to detect [CII];

• if we need to decrease our rms we could also increase the integration time per pointing by covering a smaller
total area;

• ...
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Summary & Conclusions

✤ ALMA will allow us to routinely detect Milky Way-type galaxies at 
high redshifts

✤ SED modelling of optically-detected galaxies in the Hubble UDF 
using physically-motivated models + statistical approach allow us to 
predict the sub-mm fluxes of these galaxies

✤ A large (500 hours) deep field of the UDF with ALMA will yield at 
least several hundreds of continuum detections and tens to hundreds 
of CO line detections

✤ Statistical studies of star formation & ISM of the `normal’ galaxy 
population at high redshifts


